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The ligand-receptor interaction between some peptidomimetic inhibitors and a class II MHC peptide
presenting molecule, the HLA-DR4 receptor, was modeled using some three-dimensional (3D) quantitative
structure-activity relationship (QSAR) methods such as the Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA),
Comparative Molecular Similarity Indices Analysis (CoMSIA), and a pharmacophore building method, the
Catalyst program. The structures of these peptidomimetic inhibitors were generated theoretically, and the
conformations used in the 3D QSAR studies were defined by docking them into the known structure of
HLA-DR4 receptor through the GOLD, GLIDE Rigidly, GLIDE Flexible, and Xscore programs. Some of
the parameters used in these docking programs were selected by docking an X-ray ligand into the receptor
and comparing the root-means-square difference (RMSD) computed between the coordinates of the X-ray
and docked structure. However, the goodness of a docking result for docking a series of peptidomimetic
inhibitors into the HLA-DR4 receptor was judged by comparing the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
computed between each docking result and the activity data taken from the literature. The best CoMFA and
CoMSIA models were constructed using the aligned structures of the best docking result. The CoMSIA
was conducted in a stepwise manner to identify some important molecular features that were further employed
in a pharmacophore building process by the Catalyst program. It was found that most inhibitors of the
training set were accurately predicted by the best pharmacophore model, the Hypo1 hypothesis constructed.
The deviation or conflict found between the actual and predicted activities of some inhibitors of both the
training and the test sets were also investigated by mapping the Hypo1 hypothesis onto the corresponding
structures of the inhibitors.

INTRODUCTION

The MHC class II molecules are cell surface proteins
which perform an essential function in immunological
detection using T-helper cells. They are encoded by the genes
HLA-DR, -DQ, and -DP. Each MHC molecule consists of a
R- and â-chain. In the case of the DR molecule, the two
chains are encoded by the genes HLA-DRA and HLA-DRB1,
and only DRB1 is polymorph i.e., only the gene has a number
of different alleles existing in the population.1 In addition,
each individual possesses two DRB1 alleles, one from each
parent.

The serological typification of the DR alleles leads to the
differentiation between 10 different classes, HLA-DR1-
DR10.2 Molecular genetic typification shows that these
classes can be further split e.g., DR2 has been divided into
DR15 and DR16.3 Within these classes it is possible to
distinguish between a number of subtypes. Up until now,
there are 33 subtypes of DR4 which have been described
and are termed as HLA-DRB1*0401-*0433.3-5 Rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) or chronic polyarthritis is an intermittent
systemic autoimmune disease which occurs in approximate
1% of the population.6-9 The aetiology of the disease is
unknown. It has been shown that there is a genetic disposition
for RA caused by several alleles of the HLA-DRB1 region.7,8

RAisassociatedwiththeHLA-DRB1*04subtypesDRB1*0401,
*0404, *0405, and *0408 and also in some different ethnic
groups with the subtypes DRB1*0101, *0102, and DRB1
× 1001.8,9

Recently, the general features of the molecular recognition
between antigenic peptide and the binding site on several
MHC class II molecules have been elucidated through
crystallization of several MHC molecular complexes.10-14

Both the MHC R and â chains contribute to the peptide
binding site, which is made up of aâ sheet floor topped by
two roughly parallelR helical regions.15-17 The peptide
binding motifs for some heptapeptides binding to the DR
alleles have also been determined through phage display
libraries and synthetic peptides.18-21 Peptides bind in an
extended conformation in the groove between the two helices,
with about 10 residues able to interact with the MHC protein,
while the peptide termini extend from the binding site.20,21

The conformation places 4-6 of the peptide side chains into
pockets within the overall groove. The residues lining these
pockets vary between allelic variants, providing different
peptide sequence binding specificity. The interaction buries
about 70% of the peptide surface area in the central region
of a bound peptide, leaving the remainder available for
interaction with the antigen receptors on T-cells.21

The binding of peptides to human and mouse MHC class
II molecules is characterized by several conserved side-chain
binding pockets namely p1-p9 within the overall peptide-
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binding groove.18,19,22The pockets are numbered along the
peptide relative to a large usually hydrophobic pocket near
the peptide-binding site. The importance of residues at p1,
p2, p4, p6, and p7 on binding has been addressed by panning
M13 phage expressed random peptide libraries.22 An immu-
nodominant peptide epitope of hemagglutinin (HA) (HA306-
318) from influenza A virus H3N2 has been found to bind
with different DR alleles of the MHC class II molecules.23

The R/â T-cell receptor (TCR) HA1.7 specific for the HA
antigen peptide is HLA-DR1 restricted but cross-reactive
with the HA peptide presented by the MHC class II molecule
HLA-DR4.23 The overall structures of the HA1.7/DR4/HA
and HA1.7/DR1/HA complexes are found to be very similar
though there is a difference in the amino acid sequence of
DR1 and DR4 located deeply inside the peptide binding
groove and out of reach by direct contact by the TCR.23

The autoimmune diseases such as RA, multiple sclerosis,
and diabetes mellitus may be treated by selectively inhibiting
antigen presentation by competitive blockade of the peptide
binding site of a disease-associated MHC molecule using
some nonantigenic ligands.22,24A series of such compounds
has been synthesized by Bolin et al.22 to bind with HLA-
DR4 (DRB1*0401) and inhibit the T-cell proliferation in
response to the corresponding protein antigens. These peptide
analogues are taken up by the antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) and are loaded onto MHC class II molecules in
competition with the antigenic peptide fragments of ov-
albumin and hen egg white lysozyme.25 The binding of
peptides to HLA-DR1 has been strengthened by incorporat-
ing an N-methyl substitution at p7 of the peptide.26 The
N-methyl group oriented in the p6/p7 pocket is shown to
displace one of the waters usually bound in this pocket, and
the corresponding MHC-peptide complexes generated are
able to activate the antigen-specific T-cells.26 In this report,
we have employed several 3D QSAR techniques on the
aligned structures of 30 peptidomimetic inhibitors of HLA-
DR4 designed by Bolin et al.22 for constructing some 3D
QSAR models for these compounds. The peptidomimetic
inhibitors were divided into the training and the test sets,
and the structures in each set were aligned and analyzed by
the CoMFA27 and CoMSIA28 methods to derive the best 3D
QSAR model for the peptidomimetic inhibitors. Further, the
pharmacophore features obtained from the best CoMSIA
model were used to construct some pharmacophore hypoth-
eses using the Catalyst 4.9 program.29 The top hypothesis
thus generated was mapped onto the structures of several
highly active peptidomimetic inhibitors selected from both
the training and the test sets. The predicted activities for both
the training and the test sets by the top hypothesis were found
to be good in statistics as those predicted by the best
CoMSIA model from which the hypothesis was derived. The
feasibility of using the constructed 3D QSAR models to
design the peptidomimetic inhibitors was discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The structures and activities of all the peptidomimetic
inhibitors of HLA-DR4 studied were listed in Table 1. The
ligand ACE-HAC-ARG-MPQ-MET-ALA-SER-BUG of X-
ray structure 1D6E22 was used as a template for constructing
all the structures of peptidomimetic inhibitors of HLA-DR4
studied. The structures were constructed within the active

site of 1D6E by replacing side chains of the template with
other groups as has been described by others. The hydrogen
atoms were added for each structure. The total number of
structures constructed was 30, and some different substitution
analogues of the heptapeptide Inh. #1 (Ac-(Cha)RAMASL-
NH2) were included (Table 1). The activity of each of these
peptidomimetic inhibitors was recorded as a ratio of IC50

value to that of Ac-(Cha)RAMASL-NH2.22 The range of
activity ratio of these inhibitors was 0.07-2.32 where potent
compounds were expressed with larger ratio values (Table
1). These inhibitors were divided into the training and the
test sets with each containing 15 inhibitors and covering
roughly the same range of activity ratio.

Each structure constructed was subjected to a brief energy
minimization with the receptor together using the SYBYL
6.9.1 program.30 Then, the crystal ligand was docked into
the active site of HLA-DR4 using the GOLD 2.131 and
GLIDE32 programs, and the corresponding RMSD between
the crystal and docked conformation was computed. This
docking was used to set the parameters Number of Opera-
tions and Population Size respectively as 1 600 000 and 1000,
and the others were chosen as the default settings. The
constructed and energy minimized inhibitor structures were
subsequently docked into the active site of HLA-DR4 using
these parameter settings. The MMFF9433 charges were
deployed for each inhibitor. The docking results were
compared using the docking scoring functions by GOLD,
GLIDE Rigidly, and Xscore34 after the conformations were
generated by GOLD. Most of the parameters used in the
GLIDE Rigidly docking were also default settings except

Table 1. Sequences and Activities of the Peptidomimetic Inhibitors
against the HLA-DR4 Receptor Studied

Inh # structure
mean relative

potencya

1 Ac-(Cha)RAMASL-NH2 1.00
2 Ac-(L-Nba)RAMASL-NH2 1.71
11 Ac-(L-m-F-Phe)RAMASL-NH2 1.19
12 Ac-(Cha)VAMASL-NH2 0.91
13 Ac-(Cha)OAMASL-NH2 0.67
14 Ac-(Cha)O(Me)2AMASL-NH2 0.38
15 Ac-(Cha)KAMASL-NH2 0.45
16 Ac-(Cha)K(Me)2AMASL-NH2 0.62
17 Ac-(Cha)(aIle)AMASL-NH2 1.27
20 Ac-(Cha)R(Phg)MASL-NH2 1.10
21 Ac-(Cha)R(MePhg)MASL-NH2 2.32
25 Ac-(Cha)RA(Nle)ASL-NH2 0.40
26 Ac-(Cha)RAIASL-NH2 1.01
27 Ac-(Cha)RALASL-NH2 0.54
28 Ac-(Cha)RAM(Cacm)SL-NH2 1.73
29 Ac-(Cha)RAMPSL-NH2 0.70
30 Ac-(Cha)RAM(Pip)SL-NH2 1.08
34 Ac-(Cha)RAMASL-N(CH3)2 1.60
36 Ac-(Cha)RAMA-NH2 0.07
40 Ac-(Cha)RMMASL-NH2 0.88
58 Ac-(Cha)R(MeA)(Haic)S(MeL)-NH2 0.18
60 Ac-(Cha)R(MePhg)MAS(tLeu)-NH2 2.02
62 Ac-(Cha)R(MeA)M(â-PhPro)S(MeA)-NH2 0.20
63 Ac-(Cha)R(MePhg)(Haic)S(MeA)-NH2 0.37
64 Ac-(Cha)R(MePhg)(Haic)S(tLeu)-NH2 0.23
65 Ac-(Cha)R(Tic)(Haic)S(MeA)-NH2 0.27
68 Ac-(Cha)R(MePhg)(Haic)S(MeL)-NH2 0.11
69 Ac-(Cha)R(MeA)M(â-PhPro)S(tLeu)-NH2 0.54
70 Ac-(Cha)R(Tic)M(â-PhPro)S(MeL)-NH2 0.22
71 Ac-(Cha R(Tic)M(â-PhPro)S(tLeu)-NH2 0.64

a The activity of each peptidomimetic inhibitor is expressed as a
ratio of IC50 against that of Inh. #1 as taken from the literature.22
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the followings: Skip Ligands> 200 Atoms and 35 Rotatable
Bonds and Scaling Of vdW Radii For Nonpolar Ligand
Atoms Scale By 0.65. The rank of each docking score was
compared with that of the activity ratio by computing the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient rs between them
defined as follows

wheredi was the rank difference for theith observation under
two different criteria e.g., the rank difference between the
activity ratio and a scoring function, andn was the total
number of inhibitors compared.

The steric and electrostatic potential fields of CoMFA were
calculated by the SYBYL 6.9 program using a regularly
spaced lattice of 2.0 Å. The lattice was extended to 4 Å units
beyond the van der Waals volume of each molecule in the
X, Y, and Z directions. A C.3 carbon atom of radius 1.52 Å
and charge+1.0 was used as a probe to calculate both the
steric and electrostatic fields. The truncation for both the
steric and electrostatic contributions computed was set at(30
kcal/mol. The electrostatic contribution at the lattice intersec-
tions where maximum steric interactions were computed was
ignored. Both the CoMFA steric and electrostatic fields
computed were scaled by the standard option given in the
program. The same lattice where each molecule was sub-
merged for CoMFA was used for CoMSIA. A C.3 atom of
radius 1.0 Å and charge+1 was used as the probe to compute
the CoMSIA similarity indices defined by Klebe et al.28 The
similarity indices were calculated using the Gausian-type
distance dependence between the probe and atoms of the
molecules of a data set. This functional form requires no
arbitrary definition of cutoff limits, and the similarity indices
can be calculated at all lattice points inside and outside the
molecule.28 The attenuation factorR was set as 0.3. In the
SYBYL CoMSIA module,30 the third power of the atomic
radii was computed as the steric indices, the atomic partial
charges were treated as the electrostatic indices, the atom-
based parameters developed by Viswanadhan et al.35 were
used as the hydrophobic indices, and a rule-based method
derived experimentally36 was used as the hydrogen bond
donor and acceptor indices.

In proceeding CoMFA and CoMSIA, the structures were
aligned based on the docking conformations generated by
the GOLD program. The coordinates of backbone atoms C1,
C2, N5, C6, C7, N14, C15, C16, N37, C38, C39, N43, C44,

C45, N60, C61, and C62 of each peptidomimetic inhibitor
were fitted to those of the template structure (Inh. #1 of Table
1) using the SYBYL Fit module.30 The CoMFA and
CoMSIA results were cross-validated using the SYBYL PLS
module.30 The CoMFA and CoMSIA descriptors were treated
as the independent variables, while the activity ratios (Table
1) were treated as the dependent ones in all the PLS
regression analyses for deriving the 3D QSAR models. The
optimum number of components used to derive a nonvali-
dated model was defined as the number of components
leading to the highest cross-validatedr2 (q2) and the lowest
standard error of prediction. The nonvalidated models were
assessed by the conventional correlation coefficientr2,
standard error of estimate, andF-values. The results of
nonvalidated analyses were used to make prediction of the
binding affinities for the test set inhibitors and to display
the coefficient contour maps.

The same training set used in CoMFA and CoMSIA was
used for constructing some pharmacophore models by the
Catalyst 4.9 program. All the parameters used were default
settings except that Unc was set at 1.4. There were three
pharmacophore features namely H (hydrophobic), D (hy-
drogen-bond donor), and I (positive ionizable group) selected
for the hypothesis generation process. The pharmacophores
were automatically generated by the HypoGen module29 of
Catalyst 4.9 program for the training set. The top 10 scored
hypotheses generated for each inhibitor of the set were
exported.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The important binding pockets or binding positions p1,
p2, p4, p6, and p7 of a HLA-DR4 (DRB1*0401) receptor
described by Bolin et al.22 where the corresponding residues
from a peptidomimetic inhibitor can bind with are depicted
in Figure 1a,b. While pockets p2 and p6 are characterized
as being favored by binding with the positive ionizable and
small polar or neutral residues, pockets p1, p4, and p7 are
found to be hydrophobic (Figure 1b). In addition, the peptide
backbone of p2 and p4 positions can make some hydrogen-
bond contacts with some side chain residues of the binding
pocket (Asn82, Asn62, and Gln9) (Figure 1a). The activity
ratios of the 30 peptidomimetic inhibitors studied vary with
a single substitution made at a particular binding position
for a residue on the template inhibitor Inh. #1 (Table 1).
Docking the inhibitor into the active site of HLA-DR4
receptor 1D6E using GOLD 2.1 and GLIDE programs gives

Figure 1. (a) The binding positions reported by Bolin et al.22 are highlighted on the structure of Inh. #1. Positions p1, p4, and p7 are
hydrophobic, positions 3 and 5 are donor, and position 2 is a positive ionizable region. (b) The peptide binding site of HLA-DR4 receptor
where the corresponding binding pockets/positions highlighted in (a) are marked.

rs ) 1 -
6∑di2

n(n2 - 1)
(1)
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a RMSD of 1.24 and 3.07 between the crystal and docked
ligand, respectively. The goodness of a docking result is
judged by both the RMSD and Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient rs (eq 1) computed between some docking scoring
functions and the activity ratio. The docking scoring func-
tions of GOLD, GLIDE Rigidly, and Xscore for the docked
conformations generated by GOLD are employed. The rank
of each docking score for an inhibitor set is compared with
that of the activity ratio for computing an rs value between
them. The rs values computed for the docking scoring
functions GOLD, GLIDE Rigidly, Xscores (HP score, HM
score, HS score, HP/HM score, HP/HS score, HS/HM score,
and HP/HS/HM score) used are 0.61, 0.84, 0.67, 0.65, 0.60,
0.66, 0.61, 0.62, and 0.61, respectively (Table 2). The rs
values computed using Xscores appears to be very similar
to that computed for the GOLD docking, indicating that the
docking parameters chosen for using the program is adequate.
The docked ligand-receptor complex of Inh #2 Ac-(L-Nba)-
RAMASL-NH2 generated by GOLD docking is analyzed
by the Ligplot 4.22 program37 to reveal that there are
hydrophobic contacts between ligand and receptor at the
binding pockets p1, p4, and p7 (data not shown here). There
are also hydrogen-bond contacts found between the backbone
atoms NH and CO of positions p2 or p4 of the docked ligand
with those of the receptor residues Asn282 or Gln9 and
Asn62 (data not shown here).

To proceed with CoMFA, the docked conformation
generated for each inhibitor of each set by GOLD docking
is aligned against that of the template structure (Inh. #1 of
Table 1) by treating the coordinates of some backbone atoms

selected as the correspondence points. The aligned structural
sets are then analyzed by the SYBYL CoMFA, CoMSIA,
and PLS programs, and the results with significant statistics
obtained are kept for further analyses. The statistics of the
best CoMFA and CoMSIA results is presented in Table 3.
The best CoMFA result yields a leave-one-out (loo) validated
r2 (q2

loo) of 0.513, a cross-validatedr2 (q2) of 0.502, and a
conventionalr2 (r2) of 0.998 (Table 3). The CoMSIA is
conducted in a stepwise manner namely a single field index,
a combination of any two field indexes, a combination of
any three field indexes, a combination of any four field
indexes, and then a combination of all field indexes is
employed step-by-step in the analyses. There are five
different field indexes [steric, denoted as S; electrostatic,
denoted as E; hydrophobic, denoted as H; H-bond acceptor,
denoted as A; and H-bond donor, denoted as D] being chosen
for the stepwise CoMSIA, and the results are presented in
Table 3. As judged byq2 values computed, no statistically
significant CoMSIA result is obtained for each single field
index selected except the H and S one (Table 3). A
combination of H and S field indexes with each of the other
three ones is then conducted. Apparently, the statistics of
these results are better than those of the single field ones
(Table 3). The third step is conducted by adding each of the
rest field indexes to the combined field indexes of H and S
because a combination of the two gives the best CoMSIA
statistics obtained (Table 3) up to the step. However, no
apparent improvement in CoMSIA statistics is obtained for
further steps using a combination of either D, A, or E field
index with the combined H+S field indexes or even a

Table 2. Comparison for the Docking Results Using the GOLD, GLIDE Flexible, GLIDE Rigidly, and Xscore on the Structures of
Peptidomimetic Inhibitors Generated

XSCORE

GOLD
GLIDE
Flexible

GLIDE
Rigidly HP HM HS HP/HM HP/HS HS/HM HP/HM/HS

RMSd 1.24 3.069 0.4801 NA
rsa 0.61 NA 0.84 0.67 0.65 0.6 0.66 0.61 0.62 0.61

a The goodness of docking results is judged by comparing both the RMSD and rs, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient computed (see
Materials and Methods section of text for definition).

Table 3. Summary of CoMFA and Stepwise CoMSIA Statistics for the Training Set Peptidomimetic Inhibitors

HLA-DR4
leave one out

HLADR4
cross- validation

HLA-DR4
no validation

CoMFA HLA-DR4 60 CoMSIA NCa q2
loo NC q2 SEPa r2 F

leave one outq2
loo 0.513 Sa 6 0.777 6 0.673 0.019 0.999 1465.239

cross-validational (q2) 0.502 E 5 -0.147 2 -0.097 0.115 0.968 40.460
conventionalr2 0.998 H 6 0.714 6 0.686 0.011 1.000 4588.885
standard error 0.030 D 6 0.218 4 0.172 0.172 0.929 17.450
principal components 6 A 5 0.107 5 0.065 0.186 0.907 17.482
F-values 597.919 H+ S 6 0.720 6 0.709 0.019 0.999 1525.574

H + E 6 0.538 6 0.484 0.033 0.987 506.708
H + D 6 0.607 6 0.594 0.052 0.994 204.017
H + A 6 0.504 6 0.492 0.046 0.995 263.545
S + E 6 0.333 6 0.302 0.059 0.992 157.397
S + D 6 0.461 4 0.409 0.075 0.986 97.284
S + A 6 0.460 6 0.404 0.063 0.990 136.634
H + S + E 6 0.589 6 0.585 0.032 0.998 551.854
H + S + D 6 0.621 6 0.604 0.043 0.996 303.508
H + S + A 6 0.543 6 0.467 0.036 0.997 415.950
H + S + A + E 6 0.442 6 0.394 0.046 0.995 259.037
H + S + A + D 6 0.498 5 0.298 0.056 0.993 177.283
All fields 6 0.415 6 0.325 0.061 0.991 147.852

a Abbreviations used are SEP: standard error of prediction, S: steric, E: electrostatic, H: hydrophobic, A: H-bond acceptor, and D: H-bond
donor index.
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combination of all the five field indexes (Table 3). Therefore,
as revealed by the stepwise CoMSIA results, the interaction
of the HLA-DR4 inhibitors of the training set with their
common receptor is best described by a combination of H
and S field indexes. In fact, with aq2 value of 0.709, the
CoMSIA statistics of the combined H+S fields is better than
the CoMFA one (Table 3).

The CoMFA and CoMSIA contour maps agree with each
other on the identification of favor regions for steric
interaction (displayed with green contours by both CoMFA

and CoMSIA) which are around position p7 (Figure 1a and
2a,b). Both the CoMFA and CoMSIA contour maps also
show that there are disfavor regions for steric interaction
(displayed as yellow contours by both results) somewhere
around the p1, p3, p4, and p5 and near position p6 of the
HLA-DR4 inhibitors (Figure 2a,b). The favor region for
positive charge identified by CoMFA (displayed by blue
contours) is around position p2 (Figure 2a) which agrees with
that displayed in Figure 1a. Position p6 is identified by
CoMSIA as a disfavor region for hydrophobic interaction

Figure 2. (a) The CoMFA contours of the best CoMFA result of the training set (Table 3). (b) The CoMSIA contours of the best CoMSIA
result of the training set (Table 3). (c) Projection of the CoMFA contours depicted in (a) over the electrostatic potential surface map (blue
surfaces are favored positive charge; red surfaces are favored negative charge) of the HLA-DR4 receptor active site. (d) Projection of the
CoMSIA contours depicted in (b) over the lipophilicity surface map (brown surfaces are hydrophobic favored regions; blue surfaces are
hydrophilic favored regions) of the HLA-DR4 receptor active site.
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(displayed by white contours, Figure 2b) which agrees with
that displayed in Figure 1a where the region is recognized
as a favorable binding site for small polar groups. The favor
regions for hydrophobic interaction around positions p4 and
p7 are also identified by CoMSIA (displayed by orange
contours) (Figure 2b) and matched with those reported
previously by others22 or displayed in Figure 1a. A projection
of the CoMFA contours over the electrostatic potential
surface map of the active site of HLA-DR4 receptor (Figure
1b) is presented in Figure 2c where favored regions for
positive charge are expressed as blue, while favored negative
charge ones are expressed as red surfaces. This shows that
the blue contours of CoMFA at position p2 representing favor
regions for positive charge (Figure 2a) are correctly mapped
onto the receptor regions of pro blue surfaces where positive
charge is favored (Figure 2c). The orange contours of
CoMSIA at position p4 and p7 representing favor regions
for hydrophobic interaction (Figure 2b) are also correctly
mapped onto the receptor regions of brown surfaces where
hydrophobic interaction is presumably favored (Figure 2d).

Based on the CoMSIA results obtained (Table 3), the
structural features selected for constructing a pharmacophore
for the peptidomimetic inhibitors studied using the Catalyst
4.9 program are H, D, and I. A comparison for the statistical
significance of the top 10 hypotheses generated is given in
Table 4. The cost difference between null and total cost
should be greater than 40, and the configuration cost should
be smaller than 17 bits for a good hypothesis generated.
While the configuration cost computed for each hypothesis
type is always smaller than 17 bits, the cost difference
between null and total cost is 58.51 and that between null
and fixed cost is 56.37. Therefore, the top hypothesis of the
hypotheses (designated as Hypo1 hereafter) generated meets
the criteria of being a good hypothesis.

The actual and predicted biological activities by the best
CoMFA (Table 3 and Figure 2a) and CoMSIA (Table 3 and
Figure 2b) models and the Hypo1 hypothesis for each
training set inhibitor are listed and compared in Table 5,
while those for each test set inhibitor are given in Table 6,
respectively. In theses tables, all the predicted activity ratios
are listed in an enhancing order from top to bottom as those
of the actual ones. Apparently, most of the predicted activity
ratios of the training set by the best CoMFA and CoMSIA
models are in accord with the actual ones (Table 5).
Regression of the predicted versus actual activity ratios onto
a linear line yields a coefficient of 0.99 for both the CoMFA
and CoMSIA results. However, more discrepancies between
the predicted and actual activity ratios are found for the test
set by the best CoMFA than CoMSIA model (Table 6). A

linear regression coefficient of 0.35 and 0.78 is obtained for
the test set predicted by the best CoMFA and CoMSIA
model, respectively. The predicted activity ratios for either
the training or the test set by the Hypo1 hypothesis are also
given in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The goodness of
prediction can be judged through the activity scale the ‘+’
sign labeled for each actual and predicted activity ratio as
listed in both Tables 5 and 6. While highly active inhibitors
predicted are labeled with the ‘+++’ sign, the less and least
active ones predicted are labeled with the ‘++’ and ‘+’
signs, respectively. Apparently, there are three differences
in the activity scale labeled between the actual and predicted
activity ratios for the training set by the Hypo1 hypothesis

Table 4. Validation of the Hypo1 Hypothesis Using the
CatScramble Program Implemented in the Catalyst Program

hypothesis no. total cost ∆cost rms deviation correlation (r)

1 58.51 48.30 0.90 0.96
2 83.86 22.95 1.80 0.82
3 84.57 22.24 1.88 0.80
4 87.51 19.30 1.89 0.80
5 87.52 19.29 1.91 0.79
6 93.05 13.76 2.14 0.73
7 97.22 9.59 2.26 0.70
8 97.44 9.37 2.25 0.70
9 101.54 5.27 2.34 0.67

10 102.88 3.93 2.33 0.67

Table 5. Predicted Activity Ratios (Pred RA) by the Best CoMFA
and CoMSIA Models and by the Hypo1 Hypothesis Are Compared
with the Actual Activity Ratio (Act RA) for the Training Set
Peptidomimetic Inhibitors

Catalyst Pharmacophore
Hypothesis Hypo1

HLA-
DR4
Inh #

Act
RA

CoMFA
Pred RA

CoMSIA
S+H

Pred RA
Act
RA

Pred
RA error

act
activity
scalea

pred
activity
scalea

36 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 1.2+ +
68 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.16 1.5++ ++
62 0.2 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.16 1.3 ++ ++
64 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.19 1.2++ ++
69 0.54 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.70 1.3++ ++
13 0.67 0.73 0.72 0.67 1.00 1.5++ +++
1 1.00 1.02 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.0 +++ +++

30 1.08 1.08 1.10 1.08 0.87 1.3+++ ++
20 1.10 1.16 1.07 1.10 1.05 1.1+++ +++
11 1.19 1.20 1.25 1.19 0.87 1.4+++ ++
17 1.27 1.18 1.22 1.27 1.30 1.0+++ +++
34 1.60 1.65 1.56 1.60 1.00 1.6+++ +++
2 1.71 1.62 1.69 1.71 1.05 1.6 +++ +++

60 2.02 2.09 2.04 2.02 2.60 1.3+++ +++
21 2.32 2.17 2.31 2.32 3.55 1.5+++ +++

a Definition of the activity scale is given by the Catalyst program
and described in the text.

Table 6. Predicted Activity Ratios (Pred RA) by the Best CoMFA
and CoMSIA Models and by the Hypo1 Hypothesis Are Compared
with the Actual Activity Ratio (Act RA) for the Test Set
Peptidomimetic Inhibitors

Catalyst Pharmacophore
Hypothesis Hypo1

HLA-
DR4
Inh #

Act
RA

CoMFA
Pred RA

CoMSIA
S+H

Pred RA
Act
RA

Pred
RA error

act
activity
scalea

pred
activity
scalea

58 0.18 0.45 0.29 0.18 0.39 2.2++ ++
70 0.22 0.48 0.63 0.22 0.47 2.1++ ++
65 0.27 0.14 0.07 0.27 0.16 1.7++ ++
63 0.37 0.17 0.09 0.37 0.23 1.6++ ++
14 0.38 0.82 0.90 0.38 0.89 2.3++ ++
25 0.40 0.64 0.92 0.40 0.21 1.9++ ++
15 0.45 0.73 0.55 0.45 0.33 1.4++ ++
27 0.54 0.58 0.88 0.54 0.65 1.2++ ++
16 0.62 1.75 0.78 0.62 0.33 1.9++ ++
71 0.64 0.65 0.62 0.64 0.35 1.8++ ++
29 0.70 0.80 1.23 0.70 0.63 1.1++ ++
40 0.88 1.05 1.32 0.88 0.41 2.1++ ++
12 0.91 0.70 1.19 0.91 0.59 1.5++ ++
26 1.01 1.43 1.72 1.01 0.76 1.3+++ ++
28 1.73 1.20 2.07 1.73 1.08 1.6+++ +++

a Definition of the activity scale is given by the Catalyst program
and described in the text.
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(Table 5). The differences are due to inhibitors Inh. #13,
#30, and #11 where the actual activity ratios are labeled either
higher or lower than the predicted one (Table 5). Therefore,
the prediction accuracy by the Hypo1 hypothesis for the
training set estimated is 80%. However, there is only one
conflict in the activity scale labeled between the actual and
predicted activity ratios for the test set by the Hypo1
hypothesis as shown in Table 6. This prediction difference
is due to Inh. #26 (Table 6). In other words, the prediction
accuracy by the Hypo1 hypothesis for the test set estimated
is 93%. A linear regression of the predicted against actual
activity ratios of the training set yields a coefficient of 0.96,
revealing the feasibility of using the structural features
selected by the stepwise CoMSIA to construct a pharma-
cophore hypothesis. The same regression procedure on the
test set yields a correlation coefficient of 0.55. However, a
better correlation coefficient of 0.72 is obtained if both Inh.
#58 and #70 of the test set are excluded in the regression
process.

The Hypo1 hypothesis features are mapped onto the
structures of several peptidomimetic inhibitors (Inh. #21, #01,
#17, and #36) as presented in Figure 3. The activity ratios
of these peptidomimetic inhibitors mapped range from the
most to the least potent ones (Table 1). A hydrogen-bond
donor feature (displayed by violet spheres) is identified by
the Hypo1 hypothesis to be around position p2 or the
backbone NH group of both Inh. #21 and #01 (Figure 3a,b).
The same position is also identified by the Hypo1 hypothesis
as a positive ionizable feature (displayed by red spheres)
(Figure 3a,b) which agrees with the CoMFA result (displayed
as the blue contours in Figure 2a). The favor regions for
hydrophobic interaction identified by Hypo1 hypothesis are
displayed with blue spheres and are at positions p1, p4, and
p7 which agree with the orange contours of the CoMSIA
result though only positions p4 and p7 of the latter are
identified by the contours (Figure 2b). The p1 position is
identified by both CoMFA and CoMSIA as a disfavor region

for steric interaction and is displayed with yellow contours
by both results (Figure 2a,b). An ionizable feature displayed
by red spheres by the Hypo1 hypothesis is presumably
mapped at position p2 of the inhibitor #17 (Figure 3c).
However, a rather bad mapping result is observed at the
position (Figure 3c) because the aIle atom originally belongs
to the position is removed on the inhibitor. The mutation at
position p7 of Inh. #36 also causes a bad mapping of the
hydrophobic feature displayed by blue spheres by the Hypo1
hypothesis at the position which results in a great reduction
of activity for the inhibitor (Figure 3d). A mapping of Hypo1
hypothesis onto the structures of Inh. #30 and #13 of the
training and #70 and #58 of the test sets where an apparent
deviation is found between the actual and predicted activity
ratio is presented in Figure 4a-d, respectively. The prediction
errors for both Inh. #70 and #58 of the test set are larger
than that for #26 of the same set though a conflict in the
activity scale is labeled only for the latter by the program
(Table 6). With a value of 1.00 and 0.67, the predicted
activity ratio of Inh. #13 of the training set is only slightly
deviated from the actual one (Table 5). The slight deviation
could be caused by bad mapping of the positive ionizable
feature represented by red spheres by the Hypo1 hypothesis
onto position p2 (Figure 4b). However, the prediction conflict
for Inh. #70 may be simply caused by a steric hindrance
introduced by the mutated groupâ-PhPro at position p5
which is unrecognized by the Hypo1 hypothesis in predicting
the activity ratio (Table 1 and Figure 4c). The prediction
error for Inh. #58 may be also ascribed to the fact that the
bulky Haic group is incorrectly placed at positions p4 and
p5 which are recognized as disfavored regions for steric
(Figure 2b) and unrecognized by the Hypo1 hypothesis in
predicting the activity ratio (Table 1 and Figure 4d).
Similarly, a mutation at position p5 by the Pip group of Inh.
#30 (Table 1) results in bad mapping of the Hypo1
hypothesis features onto positions p1 and p2 though the
mutated group appears to strengthen the hydrophobic inter-

Figure 3. Mapping of the Hypo1 hypothesis onto the structures of four peptidomimetic inhibitors Inh. #21 (a), #01 (b), #17 (c), and #36
(d) (Table 5) selected from the training set. The pharmacophore features are color coded as follows: blue spheres for hydrophobic (H),
violet spheres for hydrogen-bond donor (D), and red spheres for positive ionizable (I).
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action and cause little steric hindrance for the region (Figure
4a).

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have shown that structural features
identified by some 3D QSAR studies can be used to assist
the construction of a pharmacophore model for a series of
peptidomimetic inhibitors of HLA-DR4, a class II MHC
peptide presenting molecule, by the Catalyst program. We
have used some docking techniques to define the conforma-
tions of these peptidomimetic inhibitors for aligning them
up for the 3D QSAR studies because their structures are
rather flexible and diversified. We have also shown that the
structural features selected by a stepwise CoMSIA can be
plugged into the Catalyst program for an automatic genera-
tion of conformations by the latter for constructing some
pharmacophore models for the peptidomimetic inhibitors
studied. An accurate prediction result for the training set has
been obtained by mapping the best pharmacophore model
of the Hypo1 hypothesis onto the previously defined binding
pockets for the receptor by others.22 The underlying causes
for some prediction conflicts for the test set where predicted
activities are greater than the actual ones are also elucidated
through the pharmacophore mapping process. The stepwise
CoMSIA sweeps all the single or possible combinations of
structural features involved in the binding process and
identifies only two of them to be statistically important in
the pharmacophore construction process. Aq2 value of 0.71
is obtained for structures aligned by the GOLD docking while
that obtained for structures aligned by some correspondence
points is only 0.57 for the same H+S field indexes employed
in the CoMSIA studies. This shows that structures aligned
by a field alignment method such as the GOLD docking are
superior to the point alignment one in constructing the
CoMSIA model. The only binding pocket that is unaccounted
by the best CoMSIA model is p6 which prefers binding with
some hydroxyalkyl groups as defined by the M13 phage

display libraries by others.21,22This feature is included as D
or a hydrogen-bond donor in the pharmacophore construction
process by the Catalyst program. However, no significant
declining in prediction accuracy of the training set is obtained
if the feature is neglected in the pharmacophore construction
process.
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